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A comprehensive menu of Heaven Sent Fried Chicken from Seattle covering all 18 meals and drinks can be
found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Heaven Sent Fried Chicken:
all these media attention about how ezell's famous fried chicken by esquire was called the most vital fried

chicken Americas and the segregation of the restaurants by herrn ezell williams itself. I think it's just fitting that I
can compare the original ezells and the new heaven sent fried huhn (started by mr. williams). first impression of

the place. from the menu, the tables and the colors it looks almost exactly a... read more. The restaurant is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the

weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like about Heaven Sent
Fried Chicken:

we love ezell’s and have picked up and loved each other from heaven sent. However, on Wednesday at 17
o'clock I took an 8-part meal at dinner and it was not expected. that was tepid and dry. not juicy. the 2 large sides

seemed more like small and yet the prices have been exaggerated since our last visit. it was not a good meal
and cost much more than it was worth. we do not give them ours again. read more. Should you wish to sample
tasty American meals like burgers or barbecue, then Heaven Sent Fried Chicken in Seattle is the ideal place for

you, Typically, the dishes are prepared for you in the shortest time and fresh. Here they also cook South
American fresh seafood, meat, as well as beans and rice, By availing of the catering service from Heaven Sent

Fried Chicken in Seattle, the dishes can be ordered on-site or at the event.
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Salad�
COLESLAW

P�z�
TEXAS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sauce�
GRAVY

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN TENDERS

Krau� & Rübe�
MAC AND CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ROASTED CHICKEN

Sid� dishe�
BAKED BEANS

FRENCH FRIES

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

CHICKEN STRIPS

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ SAUCE

FRENCH

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BEANS

CHEESE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-20:30
Tuesday 11:00-20:30
Wednesday 11:00-20:30
Thursday 11:00-20:30
Friday 11:00-20:30
Saturday 11:00-20:30
Sunday 11:00-20:00
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